


We don’t just care about our products, we care about how they 
come to be. So we are picky when it comes to our materials.  
They must be fine and luxurious, but also environmentally and 
socially responsible. Our leather is traceable and contains no 
harmful chemicals. We use only feathers from animal production. 
Our wood is almost entirely from sustainable forests. Our wool is 
IWTO certified and most of our production is from EU countries, 
ensuring quality and good working environments. Because great 
values are more important than just great value. And as something 
new, we're happy to give you a 5-year guarantee on every single 
design in our collection. 

At Bolia.com we carefully follow and respect the EU REACH 
standards. With this guideline in hand, you can learn about risky 
substances, which do not exist in any of our designs.

Read more about our design philosophy and values at Bolia.com.

WITH GREAT THINGS  
COMES GREAT RESPONSIBILITY
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Wrap yourself in comfort and elegance with this sleek 
and minimalist sofa complimented by luscious pillows. 
Supported by a slender steel frame, this sofa is a 
stunning conflict of design, letting you tuck and hide 
in a striking statement piece.

Lifestyle pictures can differ from the Steelcase 
selection and are not contractual. Please refer to the 
Design Gallery (pages 068-095) for the final curation. 

Design by  Busetti Garuti Redaelli

Gaia sofa series
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Aura sofa series

This sofa is so elegant, simple and light that it almost floats. 
Its round, airy appearance is so delicate to sit in that it 
almost feels like sitting in a cloud. The thin metal frame 
provides a sharp contrast and helps keep it on the ground so 
you can enjoy it in one of the three colors you like.

Design by Charlotte Høncke
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As if it was taken directly from a corner office on Madison 
Avenue in the 1960s, this is a classy and beautiful sofa series. 
It comes in three different models and a footstool – all made 
with the same solid wooden base, rounded corners and perfectly 
handcrafted details.
 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Madison sofa series 
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Mara sofa series

Just like the most interesting people, Mara has a 
personality with many facets. The design is elegant and 
attractive with a hard exterior, while the inside is inviting 
and soft. This is the kind of sofa you would like to lounge 
on all day long. You can easily end up spending a few hours 
on it simply relaxing, doing absolutely nothing. Should you 
feel like taking a nap or just want a lounge sofa, you can 
pull the seat out and elegantly add an extra 15 cm.

 

Design by Kressel + Schelle
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The Abby sofa is truly a design to indulge in. Audacious 
organic curves and a strict wooden frame create a beautiful 
contrast in this piece. Created by design group Outofstock, 
it demands attention and delivers comfort at the same time.

 

Design by Outofstock

Abby sofa series 
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Liva sofa series

The Liva is a sofa that stands out from the crowd. There are clear 
references to 50s style and a touch of “Gentleman’s Club” with 
the characteristic wings, high back and striking lines. But Liva 
is in a class of its own. It invites you to sit down and have a cozy 
chat - and there’s even room to lie down and take a brief rest.

 

Design by Charlotte Høncke
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Pepe sofa series

One of our newest brand classics is Pepe, which is a 
timeless series of sofas. The series is underpinned by 
a painted frame, which creates the framework for the 
softest seat and back cushions. We think that the design 
duo Kaschkasch has created a furniture series which 
unites the hard exterior with the comfortable interior in 
the most beautiful way.

 

Design by Kaschkasch
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Put your feet up and your head in the clouds with the 
delectable Cloud sofa series. Designed by Yonoh, it 
is simplicity, clean lines and minimalism in the most 
inviting way. With its voluptuous curves and tight 
minimalistic frame, combined with excellent comfort 
and quality, this sofa is the epitome of modern luxury.

 

Design by Yonoh Estudio

Cloud sofa series 
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This cheeky little piece is hard to put in a box, but not in your 
space. Somewhere between an armchair and a sofa, you decide 
how to use it. Composed of our most beautiful fabrics and most 
contemporary colors, it can be almost anything you want it to be.

 

Design by Sara Polmar

Between sofa
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Madison Avenue during the 1960s says it all. Every bit 
as stylish as an advertising executive but with more 
honesty, it oozes elegance without selling too hard. 
Available in three different models on top of a solid 
walnut oak or beech frame.

 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Madison daybed 
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Our designs are made for the picky, the choosy, the ones who 
know what they want and how they want it. Available in a million 
ways, and in that special way that fits you. Only you. So let your 
creativity run wild when choosing model, size, cover, color and 
material. Find your own way of combining these features or let our 
design specialists find the perfect match for you. Of course, we’ll 
handcraft it all using the finest materials and a big scoop of love.

TAILOR-MADE FOR YOU 
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Bolia Design Team
No two people are alike, and the same goes for our more than 
30 gifted designers. A beautiful mix of upcoming designers and 
established names. This year, 14 new designers have been added to 
the team and are behind the new collection built on love, quality, 
craftsmanship and sustainability. No matter where in the world they 
come from, they have a passion for defining New Scandinavian 
Design. They are the people that can make you feel at home, the 
people that know you better than you know yourself, and the 
people that make sure no one lives like you. 

WHAT IS DONE 
IN LOVE 
IS DONE WELL

Hertel & Klarhoefer - Germany

Siren Elise Wilhelmsen - Norway

Ludovica + Roberto Palomba - Italy

Vera & Kyte  - Norway

Sara Polmar  - Norway

Meike Harde - Germany

Kaschkasch - Germany

Earnest Studio - Netherlands/France

Busetti Garuti Redaelli - Italy

Sebastian Alberdi - Spain

Luis Arrivillaga - Spain

Yonoh Estudio - Spain

Morten&Jonas - Norway

Joa Herrenknecht - Germany

Sanna Völker - Sweden
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We’ve introduced a lavish new selection of luscious colors and textiles for you to 
indulge in, including a sensuous and daring velour. And no matter how daring you 
want to be, your choice will be environmentally and socially conscious. All our 
fabrics have been made to fulfill European REACH standards, securing no harmful 
chemicals, our Wool is IWTO certified and most of our production is from EU 
countries, ensuring quality and good working environments. You’re spoiled with 
choice and comfort so take your time. The perfect match is out there for you. 

THE FAMILY OF FABRICS
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Nothing compares to the luxury feel and contemporary finish of genuine leather. Our 
extraordinary quality and fine selection of colors will last for generations and only 
become more beautiful over the years. And to stir things up, we’ve added luxurious suede 
and nubuck styles to our collection. Your future classic starts with your choice of leather. 
And no matter what you choose, we ensure you that it’s free from harmful chemicals and 
100% traceable, which means it always can be traced from manufacturer to consumer. 
And that’s good to know since we care about animal welfare, the environment and the 
people behind it all. We hope you feel the good vibes as much as we do.

THE LUXURY OF LEATHER
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Danish simplicity at its most pure. The Valby dining chair 
is the modern heritage of classic design. Durable and sturdy 
construction tapers to thin elegance on the edge of your seat and 
the top of your back. Clean lines and ergonomic posture are at the 
heart of this Glismand & Rüdiger piece.

 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Valby dining chair
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Everyone needs to get out more and this chair comes with you. 
Comfortable around your dining table or on your terrace this 
chair is elegant and anything but delicate. The curved frame offers 
an airy and transparent feel and will hold both upholstered and 
solid seats, for indoor or outdoor placement.

 

Design by Ramos Bassols

Out dining chair
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A more relaxed edition of the already exceptionally 
comfortable Palm dining chair. While your evenings 
away in style, luxury, and a fine wine or three.

 

Design by Says Who

Palm dining chair
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Beaver bar stool

The Beaver is a modern wooden dining-room chair with tons 
of character and exquisite detail. The steel cross and conical 
legs give it a dynamic mode of expression and a retro look. The 
laminate on the seating surface and on the backrest mean that 
the chair is easy to clean and can be used by anyone.

Design by Says Who
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The Mood series is a fun and daring combination of shapes, 
materials and different kinds of woods. If this is the style you are 
looking for, we are eager to show you the rest of the series, which 
includes a square dining table, a dining chair, a coffee table in two 
different sizes and a highboard.

 

Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Mood dining chair

This is what we call a sculptural piece of Nordic woodcraft. Sleek 
is the result of a desire to utilize milled, solid wood to define a 
new, modern chair with classic references and a timeless appeal. 
And with a rounded seat and a soft curve, it’s a pleasure to sit in - 
for short talks or longer conversations.

 

Design by Says Who

Sleek dining chair 
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The Mood series is a fun and daring combination 
of shapes, materials and different kinds of woods. 
If this is the style you are looking for, we are eager 
to show you the rest of the series, which includes a 
square dining table, a dining chair and a coffee table 
in two different sizes.

 

Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Mood dining series 
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DT18 is a rare combination of craftsmanship and 
superior quality materials. Large enough to seat 18 of 
your closest friends. This extendable table comes in a 
gorgeous selection of materials.

 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

DT18 dining table 
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Big dinners, small dinners, important dinners. 
Whatever your needs are, the Meet table will meet 
them. Michael H. Nielsen has created a classic table 
with a very contemporary look. Different woods 
and the possibility of a granite extension add that 
unexpected twist.

 

Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Meet dining table
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When exceptional effort is put into wood crafting and 
combined with a Scandinavian sensibility, the results 
are bound to be stunning. This understated dining 
table is the design world's answer to the humble brag.

 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Yacht dining table
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Posea bench

Posea is a highly unusual statement item that steals all attention 
when it is in the right space. The balance between the soft and 
feminine velour and the strong and masculine metal unifies our 
contemporary design trends in the finest possible way.

 

Design by Granstudio
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The warmest welcome to any guest. This bench lets you 
enter in elegance and even takes care of your shoes.

 

Design by Sebastian Alberdi

Hola bench
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Show us a sofa that Como wouldn’t fit – we dare you. 
Simplicity, style and a vast range of materials and sizes 
equal the perfect coffee table in a delicate combination 
of Scandinavian design and Danish craftsmanship.

 

Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Como 
coffee table 
series 
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Pod coffee table

This suave little piece leaves little to the imagination. Luxury 
and minimalism shine bright, showing off its slender frame and 
seductive marble top. And if one amazing table isn’t enough, 
different heights will nestle together in a striking ensemble.

 

Design by Busetti Garuti Redaelli

More bang for your buck, the drum table comes in two 
different sizes with tops in marble and glass.

 

Design by  Kaschkasch

Drum coffee table
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Pont console tableTuk coffee table

The Pont Console table takes inspiration from bridge 
construction. Strong and stark it defies engineering with 
a sleek yet strong design.

 

A contradiction in construction this marble top has 
no frame, with its turned wooden legs sneaking into 
metal fixtures in the top. Different heights let you put 
several together and according to the designers, it evokes 
‘recollections of prehistorical pile dwellings’. We’re not 
sure what this means either, but it looks amazing.

 

Design by AC/AL StudioDesign by Büro Famos 
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Life doesn’t have to be complicated. Like when you put four 
simple boxes together and get a modern and convenient place 
to store and exhibit your things. That is what we call Quadro.

  

Design by Oooja

Quadro storage
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Take a typical shelf, tear it apart and build it again. That’s 
what we did with Lean. The basic philosophy behind 
Lean was to create a shelf that breaks with conventions 
and lets you decide how to combine the shelves when it 
comes to orientation, color and material.

 

Design by Allan Nøddebo

Lean shelf
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DESIGN GALLERIES
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Abby sofa 
2 seater. D86xW190, H71 cm. 
3 seater. D86xW230, H71 cm.

Abby armchair
D82/60xB115, H71/40 cm.

Abby  Design by OutofstockLiva  Design by Charlotte Høncke

Liva sofa
3 seater. D98xW180, H94 cm.

Liva armchair
D94/58xB77, H98/44 cm. 

Mara sofa with seat extension
2½ seater. D80/95xW230, H80 cm. 
3 seater. D80xW260, H80 cm.

Mara armchairs
T53/80xB90, H47/80 cm.

Mara  Design by Kressel & SchelleAura  Design by Charlotte Høncke

2½ seater. D78xW193, H81 cm. 
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NEW Grace  Design by Yonoh

Grace sofa
2 seater. D95xW188, H78 cm.
3 seater. D95xW255, H78 cm.
5 seater. D95xW314, H78 cm.

Grace pouf
Ø101, H43 cm.

Grace sofa with chaise longue
4 seater. D190xW275, H78 cm.

NEW Scandinavia Remix  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Scandinavia Remix sofa 
2½ seater. D58xW192, H80/83 cm. 
3 seater. D58xW216, H80/83 cm.
3 seater. D58xW216, H80/83 cm. with 3 cushions.

Scandinavia Remix sofa with 
chaise lounge
3 seater. D90/152xW246, H80/83 cm.

Scandinavia Remix corner sofa 
with open end
5 seater. D90/282xW272, H80/83 cm.
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Cloud sofa
2½ seater. D82xW192, H75 cm.
3 seater. D82xW222, H75 cm.

Cloud armchair
D82/58xB102, H75/43 cm.

Cloud  Design by Yonoh

Cloud pouf
Small. D65xW65, H43 cm.
Large. D65xW122, H43 cm.

Madison  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Madison daybed with cushion 
D86xW197, H46 cm. 

Madison sofa
2½ seater. D94xW204, H79 cm. 
3 seater. D94xW231, H79 cm. 

Gaia  Design by Busetti Garuti Redaelli 

2 seater. D82xW187, H90 cm. 
3 seater. D82xW257, H90 cm.

Available in 2  colour variations.
D76xW120, H87 cm.

Between  Design by Sara Polmar
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NEW Hannah  Design by Bolia Design Team

Hannah sofa
2 seater. D98xW191, H72/74 cm. 
3 seater. D98xW235, H72/74 cm. 

Hannah sofa with open end 
2½ seater. D98xW213, H72/74 cm. 

Hannah corner sofa with open end
6 seater. D98/212xW269, H72/74 cm. 

Hannah pouf 
Small. D62xW70, H43/45 cm. 

Cosima modular sofa
Cosima chaise lounge module
Right or left. D150xW120, H65 cm.

Cosima corner module
Small. D120xW120, H65 cm.
Large. D120xW150, H65 cm.

Cosima pouf 
Small. D90xW90, H40 cm.
Large. D90xW120, H40 cm.

NEW Cosima  Design by Kaschkasch

Cosima back module 
Small. D120xW90, H65 cm.
Large. D120xW120, H65 cm.
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Pepe sofa
2 seater. D86xW170, H79 cm. 
3 seater. D86xW239, H79 cm.

Pepe  Design by Kaschkasch

Philippa sofa 
2 seater. D80xW140, H80 cm.

Philippa  Design by Busetti Garuti Redaelli 

Pepe armchair 
D86xW89, H79 cm.

NEW North  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

North sofa
2½ seater. D95xW182, H77 cm. 
3 seater. D95xW215, H77 cm. 

North sofa with chaise lounge
 3 seater. D95/164xW260, H77 cm. 

NEW Fuuga  Design by Busetti Garuti Redaelli

Fuuga sofa
2 seater. D80xW160, H86 cm.
3 seater. D80xW215, H86 cm.

Philippa armchair
D82xW83, H80 cm.

Philippa footstool
D45xW62, H40 cm.

Fuuga armchair
D80xB92, H86 cm.
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C3  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

D70xW70, H74 cm.

Available with seat in white pigmented oiled oak, oiled oak, oiled walnut
or black stained oak. Legs in white oiled oak, oiled oak, oiled walnut or
black stained lacquered oak. Also available in both fabric and leather.
 
Veneer lounge chair with or without armrest 
Upholstered lounge chair with or without armrest
Lounge chair with armrest and upholstered seat
D66,2xW258, H73 cm.

NEW Palm  Design by Says Who 

Available in oak, walnut and white oiled oak.  
D33xW40, H45 cm.

NEW Stool  Design by MUT

NEW Soul  Design by Hertel & Klarhoefer

Available in oak, white oak and black oak. Leather available 
in black and natural. 
D74xW71, H73 cm.

D95xB78, H110 cm.

NEW Carmen  Design by Yonoh

NEW Vitro  Design by Granstudio

Available with top in grey glass or red- or black marble.  
Frame in black powder coated steel.
Small. Ø60, H42 cm.
Large. Ø90, H42 cm.

Como  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available with top in concrete, glass, laminate, marble and solid 
wood and with frame in brass, white, black or stainless steel.  
Also available with top in black marble.

Como 60x60 
Low. W60xL60, H32 cm.
Medium. W60xL60, H42 cm.
High. W60xL60, H48 cm.

Como 60x120
Low. W60xL120, H32 cm.
Medium. W60xL120, H42 cm. 
High. W60xL120, H48 cm.
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Mera  Design by Kenyon Yeh

Powder coated steel. Available in grey, black and white metal or 
with a white stained oak veneer table top and black metal base. 
Ø50 cm, H52 cm.

Drum  Design by Kaschkasch

Powder coated black steel base. Available with three different 
table tops: smoke grey glass, black marble or white marble. 
Available in two sizes.
Small. Ø40, H45 cm.
Large: Ø60, H35 cm.

Posea Design by Granstudio

Black powder coated steel base with black marble table top.
W35xL80, H48 cm.

Comb  Design by Says Who

Available with top in white pigmented oak veneer, light grey lacquered oak 
veneer or walnut veneer with frame in black or white steel.
Round. Ø85, H37.5 cm. 
Ellipse. W85xL127, H37.5 cm. 

POD  Design by Busetti Garuti Radaelli

Available with top in brown, black or green marble with legs in black 
lacquered steel.
Small. W42xL53, H32 cm.
Large. W51xL65, H42 cm.

Move  Design by Allan Nøddebo

Available with top in oak veneer or black lacquered 
veneer with black lacquered steel legs.
W60xL60, H40 cm.
W60xL100, H43 cm.

Mood  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available with top in walnut veneer, white pigmented oak veneer or white laminate 
with edge in walnut or white pigmented oak and matching solid wood legs.
Ø60 round. Ø60, H39.5 cm. 
Ø90 round. Ø90, H42.5 cm. 

TUK  Design by Büro Famos

Available with top in brown-, black- or grey/white marble and 
legs in white pigmented oak, natural oak or smoked oak.
Small. W52xL72, H35/42 cm.
Large. W80xL110, H35/42 cm. 

MIX  Design by Studio Gud

Available with top in terazzo, brown-, black- or grey/white 
marble and legs in white pigmented oak, natural oak or 
smoked oak.
Ø56: Ø56, H48 cm.
Ø73: Ø73, H35 cm.
Ø95: Ø95, H42 cm.
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Sleek  Design by Says Who

Available in solid white pigmented oak, natural oak, 
smoked oak and grey, white or black lacquered beech. 
Optional with black leather seat.
D56xW55, H45/78 cm.

Palm  Design by Says Who

Available with seat in white pigmented oak veneer, natural oak veneer, walnut veneer 
or black stained oak veneer with plywood legs in white pigmented oak, natural oak, 
black stained oak or walnut. Also available in both fabric and leather.
With armrest. D50xW54, H46/85 cm.
Without armrest. D50xW42, H46/85 cm.

C3  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available in a variety of fabrics and leathers with legs in white 
pigmented oak, natural oak, smoked oak and walnut. 
D55xW62, H46/79 cm. 

Valby  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available with seat in white pigmented oak veneer or black 
stained oak veneer with matching plywood legs. 
D51xW45, H44/77 cm.

OUT  Design by Ramos Bassols

Available with seat in Qual Stone Grey or acacia wood and base in black lacquered 
steel. The chair with wooden seat can be used outdoors. 
D60xW63, H46/78 cm.

Swing  Design by Henrik Sørig Thomsen

Available in natural oak, white pigmented oak and black stained oak.
Optional with seat in Texas fabric or Quattro traceable leather.
D47xW55, H45/74 cm.

Mood Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available with seat in white laminate, white pigmented oak veneer,  
walnut or veneer. Legs in white pigmented solid oak or solid walnut.
D43xW42, H48/83 cm.
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NEW HUG  Design by Hertel & Klarhoefer

Available with seat in white, black, green and red polypropylene. 
Legs in white oiled oak, oiled oak, oiled smoked oak, oiled walnut, 
white lacquered steel, chrome or black lacquered steel.  
Also available in both fabric or leather.
D49xW56, H46/84 cm.

Beaver  Design by Says Who

Available with seat in veneer or laminate with solid legs in 
several variations. Also available in both fabric and leather.
D45xW39.5, H47/82 cm.

NEW Node Design by Kaschkasch

Available with top in solid natural oak, white pigmented oak or smoked oak and with 
legs in solid natural oak, white pigmented oak, smoked oak or anthracite lacquered oak.
Node seats up to 14 people with 2 extension leaves.  
Extension leaves sold separately. 
Node. W90xL220(320), H75 cm.
Node high. W62xL160, H105 cm.

NEW Filur  Design by Says Who

Available with top in white laminate or black linoleum and legs in 
solid white pigmented oak, natural oak or walnut.
Seats up to 18 people with 4 extension leaves. 
Extension leaves sold separately.
W90xL180(380), H73 cm.
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DT18  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available with top in white laminate, white pigmented oak veneer, natural oak veneer, 
smoked oak veneer or walnut veneer, with legs in solid white pigmented oak, natural 
oak, black stained oak, smoked oak or walnut.
Seats up to 18 people with 3 extension leaves. 
Extension leaves sold separately. 
W100x180(330), H73 cm.

Yacht  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available with top in white pigmented oak veneer, natural oak veneer 
or white laminate and with round or cone-shaped legs in solid oak. 
Seats up to 16 people with 4 extension leaves.
Extension leaves sold separately.
W100xL210(410), H74 cm.

Mood Square  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available with top in white pigmented oak veneer, walnut veneer or white laminate 
with edge in white pigmented oak or walnut and matching solid wood legs.
Seats up to 14 people with 2 extension leaves.
Extension leaves sold separately.
W95xL170(270), H73 cm.

MEET  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available with top in matte lacquered oak veneer, matte lacquered white 
pigmented oak veneer or matte lacquered walnut veneer and legs in matte lac-
quered oak, matte lacquered white pigmented oak or matte lacquered walnut. 
Seats up to 14 people with 3 extension leaves. 
Extension leaves sold separately.
W90/100xL180(280+24), H73.5 cm.

NEW Mood Round  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available with top in white pigmented oak veneer, walnut veneer or white laminate 
with edge in white pigmented oak or walnut and matching solid wood legs.
Seats up to 14 people with 3 extension leaves.
Extension leaves sold separately.
Ø125(275), H73 cm.
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Beaver bar stool  Design by Says Who

Available with seat in veneer, laminate, fabric 
or leather with solid legs in several variations. 
Low. D41xW39.5, H63.5/94 cm.  
High. D41xW39.5, H73.5/104 cm.

Facet  Design by Allan Nøddebo

Available with seat in solid natural oak, solid white pigmented oak, solid 
smoked oak or black leather with base in black lacquered steel. 
Low. D37xW40, H63 cm. 
High. D40xW42, H73 cm.

Hola bench  Design by Sebastian Alberdi

Powder coated steel base with black braided leather seat.  
Available with or without marble shelf in the base of the bench.
W130xD40xH45 cm.

Float bench  Design by Outofstock

Available in oak or black stained oak with wool fabric in a variety 
of colors for the seat cushion. 
Also available with leather cushion in black or cognac and with 
wood base in white oiled oak.
W114xD35. H42 cm. 

Posea  Design by Granstudio

Available in nude, grey, blue or floral-printed velvet.
W80xD35cm, H48 cm.

DT bench  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available in 2 sizes with top in white pigmented oak veneer, natural oak 
veneer, smoked oak veneer, walnut veneer or black stained oak with legs 
in solid white pigmented oak, natural oak, black stained oak, smoked oak 
or walnut. 
DT18 bench. W40xL160, H45 cm.
DT20 bench. W40xL200xH45 cm.

Stack  Design by Sara Wright Polmar 

Available in two variations – one in oak and a 
scale of blue tones, or one in all oak.
Ø29, H174.5 cm.

Pont console  Design by AC/AL

Available with powder coated steel frame and both shelves in 
black stained oak veneer or with top shelf in black stained oak 
veneer and bottom shelf in black marble.
W30xL100, H90 cm.

Pont shelf  Design by AC/AL

Available with powder coated steel frame and shelves 
in black stained oak veneer.
W30xL150, H60 cm.
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W100xD9x4 cm.

Magazine shelf  Design by Allan Nøddebo

W80xH25xD8,8 cm.

Lean shelf  Design by Allan Nøddebo

Berlin bench  Design by Hertel & Klarhoefer

Available in 2 sizes in oiled oak veneer. 
Also available in black stained oak veneer or in dark stained oak veneer. 
Storage box, drawers and cushions are available for the bench.

Berlin bench
Small. W126.4xH33.5xD42 cm.
Medium. W168.2xH33.5xD42 cm. 

Berlin bench cushions
Available in a variety of fabrics and colors.
Small. W40xH5, D40 cm.
Medium. W82xH5, D40 cm. 
Large. W125xH5, D40 cm. 

NEW Floow sideboard  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available in solid white pigmented oak, oiled oak, oiled walnut or 
smoked oak. Surface in white laminate. 
Small. W136xH73xD50 cm.
Large: W202xH73xD50 cm.

NEW Vienna sideboard  Design by Michael H. Nielsen

Available in white pigmented oak and oiled oak.  
Surface in Braided or French Veneer. 
W130xH92xD49 cm.

Quadro  Design by Oooja

Storage unit available in white lacquered MDF, 
Paulownia wood or in walnut veneer. 
W120.5xH67.5xD25 cm.

NEW Bonbon pouf  Design by Busetti Garuti Redaelli

Available in rose or green.
Small. Ø55, H45 cm.
Large. Ø85, H40 cm.

NEW Zyl pouf  Design by Glismand & Rüdiger

Available in a variety of fabrics and colors.
Ø50 round. Ø50xH37 cm. 
Ø70 round. Ø70xH37 cm. 
Ø90 round. Ø90xH37 cm.
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The Trapeze hooks designed by Steffensen & Würtz are created to go with the Trapeze 
clothes rail – but of course the hooks can be used for any wardrobe solution. The 
hooks are made in a raw combination of wood, leather and brass.
H19,5xD3x5 cm. 

Trapeze hook  Design by Steffensen & Würtz

Bossa rug  Design by Bolia Design Team

Handknitted rug in New Zealand wool. All our rugs carry a ‘Care’ label.
Round. Ø200cm
Small. W140xL200 cm.
Medium. W170xL240 cm.
Large. W200xL300 cm. 

Kakudo rug  Design by Bolia Design Team

Leather, structured for geometric eye-candy, it is naturally calm 
with vibrant dynamics.
W140xL200cm.

Loop rug   Design by Bolia Design Team

High quality handmade rugs. All our rugs carry a ‘Care’ label.
Small. W140xL200 cm.
Medium. W170xL240 cm.
Large. W200xL300 cm.

Forza is a carpet with great personality and an eye-catching expression.
The fringing gives the rug a playful and infinitely soft look, making Forza
the perfect choice if your living room needs a feminine and elegant edge.
W170, H240 cm.

NEW Forza rug  Design by Bolia Design Team Scandinavia rug  Design by Bolia Design Team

A rug doesn’t just create warmth and coziness – it’s also used to 
creatively decorate your home in different zones. This beautiful 
Scandinavia rug will look lovely under your sofa or dining table 
– or perhaps somewhere else in your home?
Small. W140xL200 cm.
Medium. W170xL240 cm.
Large. W200xL300 cm.

This cheeky pouf is made to move. It goes anywhere and does anything. 
Drag it around by its leather strap, put your feet up or take a seat, 
whatever you fancy.
Small: Ø40, H48 cm.
Large: Ø80, H33 cm.

Grab  Design by Oooja

NEW Classic cushion  Design by Bolia Design Team

This is our most exclusive range of cushions, filled with goose feathers
and a hand-sewn cover available in a variety of fabrics and colors.
Small: W40xH40 cm. 
Large: W50xH50 cm.

Mega cushion  Design by Bolia Design Team

Multifunctional and lovely soft furnishing for lounging on, available in a 
variety of fabrics and colors.

A pouf? Or a freestanding island of serenity, offering a sanctuary for the casual daydream-
er? Laze your days away on this multifunctional rock of tranquillity. Ronda is designed 
without legs, but you can choose to add legs from some of our sofa series if you want her 
higher. She can be low or tall - choose your favorite.
Ø120, H28 cm.

Ronda  Design by Hertel and Klarhoefer
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At Bolia, we are more than designers. We are craftsmen.  
We don’t just draw—we build. Our passion for materials, how 
they feel, how they bend, smell and age, ensures our solutions 
are high quality, thought through and unique. We believe being 
good at one and not the other is too easy. You have to be able 
to feel the love, sweat and emotions that have been put into 
every single design, every piece of wood, glass or metal. You 
have to understand where and how every sourced material 
is produced, not just to ensure quality at every turn, but to 
know, and be satisfied, that every piece comes with a clear 
conscience, ethically and environmentally. Can you feel it?

And as something new, we're happy to give you a 5-year 
guarantee on every single design in our collection.

BE SKILLED, PASSIONATE  
AND BRAVE 
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Visit our website for more inspiration and specifications:  
www.bolia.com/steelcase

EN: 18-0005713


